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Therapeutic opportunities and challenges of induced 
pluripotent stem cells-derived motor neurons for 
treatment of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and motor 
neuron disease

Introduction
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and motor neuron 
disease (MND) are complex neurodegenerative disorders 
characterized by the selective loss of motor neurons (MNs) 
of cortex, brain stem and spinal cord leading to progressive 
weakness with muscle atrophy and eventually result into pa-
ralysis and death due to respiratory failure. ALS and MND 
patients exhibit a wide range of diverse clinical outcomes re-
garding disease onset, rate of progression and survival (Patten 
et al., 2014). The occurrence of ALS and MNDs accounts for 
about 5–7 cases in every 100,000 people, with an addition 
of ~2 new cases per 100,000 people per year (McDermott 
and Shaw, 2008). There is currently no satisfactory cure or 
effective treatment available for ALS and MNDs. Riluzole 
has been shown to have modest effects on MNs survival 
via excitotoxicity inhibition (Jaiswal, 2016). ALS and MND 
patients die usually within 3–5 years after the onset of first 
symptoms (Gordon, 2013). The majority of ALS cases are 
sporadic, but ~10% of ALS cases are familial ALS (fALS) 
(Kiernan et al., 2011). About 20% of these fALS are caused 
by gene encoding Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase (SOD1) and 
are the most common. Mutations in several other genes also 
cause fALS e.g., autosomal dominant familial MN disease in-

cluding fALS types 3 and 5; fused in sarcoma (FUS); 6, 7, 8, 9 
or ANG gene; 10 or TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP43)/
TARDBP, 11 or Figure four gene; NF-H gene; DAO gene; 
X-linked; chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72), 
alsin; frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) and ALS 
with concomitant FTLD (Adami et al., 2014; Jaiswal, 2014). 
Likewise spinal muscle atrophy (SMA) caused by genetic 
mutations on chromosome 5q is the most common MND 
characterized by the degeneration of alpha MNs (LMNs) in 
the ventral horns of the spinal cord and MNs in the cranial 
nerves in the brainstem. SMA is characterized by extreme 
heterogeneity and is the leading genetic cause of infan-
tile mortality in children (Lorson et al., 2010; Prior et al., 
2010). The genetic condition of SMA displays homozygous 
deletions or mutations of the survival motor neuron (SMN) 
gene mapped in 5q11.2–q13.3 (Lefebvre et al., 1997). All 
persons affected by SMA retain a variable number of copies 
of SMN2, which correlates to the severity of the disease. 
The exact functions of the SMN protein are yet to be fully 
revealed.

Trends
•     Cells cannot be manipulated to assume different fates until 
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its demise, an old dictum falter a decade ago, when Taka-
hashi and Yamanaka (2006) showed that a small number of 
genes could convert adult fibroblasts into induced pluripo-
tent stem cells (iPSCs). 

•     During the past decade, it has become clear that cellular 
makeup is not written in marble stone but can be rewritten 
by a handful of genes and produce unlimited cells of differ-
ent lineages and can be utilized for treatment of several neu-
rological diseases including ALS and MNDs.

•      Modeling ALS and MNDs in a dish is challenging. Challenges 
include difficulties in recapitulating aging induced mutations 
of mitochondria.

•     iPSCs derived cell reprogramming is feasible in vivo, paving 
the way for future mitochondrial replacement therapy or 
MNs transplantation using endogenous expression of several 
Yamanaka/transcription factors.

Significance
•       The causes of ALS/MNDs remain largely obscure and current 

treatments are very limited; there is a pressing need to devel-
op therapeutics drugs based on pathophysiology of ALS and 
MNDs. iPSCs provide novel approaches to model ‘disease in 
dish’ for drug discovery with better chances of success and 
predictability of their effects in humans. 

Glossary
•     Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and motor neuron diseases: 

Neurodegenerative disorders affecting MNs, brain stem and 
spinal cord resulting in paralysis and eventually death.

•     Stem cells: Capacity of undifferentiated cells to self-renew 
and differentiate into other cell lineages.

•   Pluripotent cells: Cells with ability to differentiate into any 
cell type of an individual.

•     Cell reprogramming: Experimental protocol allowing the 
transformation of differentiated cells into iPSCs through the 
ectopic expression of transcription factors.

•     Differentiation/directed differentiation: Cellular repro-
gramming of one cell type to other without passing through 
the pluripotent condition.

•     Motor neurons/mitochondrial replacement: Therapeutic 
strategies based on the replacement of damaged or dead 
MNs/mitochondria.

•     Yamanaka factors: The first original combination of Oct4, 
Sox2, cMyc and Klf4 transcription factors used for cellular 
reprogramming.

There are several critical challenges and obstacle for pro-
gresses to be made in the field of therapies development 
such as lack of established models and inaccessibility to 
the cell type of interest involved in pathophysiology of ALS 
and MNDs. In order to overcome these issues, iPSC-based 
technology may represent a valuable option. However, there 
are several critical challenges of therapeutic translation of 
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) in treatment of ALS 
and MND, namely: absence of clear knowledge regarding the 
etiopathogenesis and physiopathology of human sporadic/
familial ALS (sALS/fALS) and MND as well as lack of appro-

priate cell models of the disease to study MNs. Several treat-
ments that have shown promise in transgenic animals with 
ALS-like disorders failed in human clinical trials (Wijesekera 
and Leigh, 2009; Bedlack et al., 2015). To develop better 
therapeutics, researchers needed human MNs but since MNs 
neither divide nor simply isolated like blood or skin cells 
from humans, it is a daunting task to isolate enough MNs 
for drug test. The discovery of iPSCs technique that switchs 
a skin cells into stem cells (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006), 
when grown in culture renew themselves, can produce an 
unlimited supply of iPSCs and have the potential to produce 
cells of every organ type. iPSCs are patient’s specific cells, thus 
avoiding possible transplantation or graft immunoreactions. 
Moreover, iPSCs can be produced in substantial amounts, 
providing an optimal cell source for regenerative therapeutic 
approaches. Reprogramming technology provides the possi-
bility of differentiating iPSCs towards any cell type of interest 
which has open the possibility of using skin cells from ALS 
and MND patients to develop iPSCs, and from them the tril-
lions of MNs and other cell types needed to conduct study for 
ALS and MND cure (Dimos et al., 2008). These developments 
signify a great advantage in ALS and MNDs, since obtaining 
human relevant cells critical for the development of in vitro 
dish models that recapitulate mechanisms responsible for the 
establishment of pathologies, which affect selective MNs of 
brain stem, spinal cord and cerebral cortex (Chipman et al., 
2012; Sandoe and Eggan, 2013).

One of the unsolved mysteries of ALS and MND is why 
MNs are selectively degenerated and vulnerable to cell 
death. In recent times, “disease-in-a-dish” models using 
patient-derived iPSCs as a means to create motor or other 
neurons and then detect similar alteration in the structure 
or function of the patient MN is getting momentum for 
drug discovery and treatment. Although human MNs car-
rying specific gene mutations have been previously gen-
erated from iPSCs, these MNs developed from adult cells 
harbor specific gene mutations, and thus not relevant to 
dominant sALS (Di Giorgio et al., 2008; Mitne-Neto et al., 
2011). More recently, Alves et al. (2015) made significant 
progress in isolating fibroblasts from human sALS patients 
and reprogrammed them into MNs with high yield and 
established the cell identity using a set of specific markers 
with a high degree of confidence (Alves et al., 2015). ALS 
and MNDs with a specific genetic background may gain 
benefits from in vitro dish models obtained from iPSC-de-
rived differentiated cells, like iPSC-MNs exhibiting the af-
fected genotype peculiar to the disease (Dimos et al., 2008; 
Kiskinis et al., 2014). These advantages suggest that iPSCs 
could be the key to unravel pathogenetic processes behind 
ALS and MND which are challenging to study in the ani-
mal and human models for their specific features (Figure 
1). Results obtained employing iPSCs may pave the way to 
the development of effective treatments targeting specific 
disease mechanisms. Here, we review the recent advances 
in the field of iPSCs as regards to their use in modeling 
and studying ALS and MND pathogenesis.
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Modeling ALS and MND using Human 
iPSCs-Derived Motor Neurons
Human-derived iPSCs platforms have now enabled us for 
the first time to test in vitro some of pathogenetic hypoth-
eses of ALS and MND and investigate early disease mech-
anisms in vitro using the patients or healthy donor derived 
cells (Figure 2). Earlier Dimos and colleagues for the first 
time and recently Kiskinis and colleagues showed that the 
iPSCs from skin fibroblasts of ALS patients harbored the 
patient-specific genetic recipe, thus providing a precious 
tool to model the ALS pathology (Dimos et al., 2008; Kis-
kinis et al., 2014). They compared patients derived iPSCs 
differentiating towards MNs with control healthy human 
iPSCs and found that the differentiated MNs number from 
patients decreased in culture in a time-dependent manner, 
whereas non-motor neuronal cells unaffected. Patients 
derived MNs also showed a detrimental morphology with 
small fine processes and shrinked soma similar to changes 
observed in ALS pathophysiology. In addition, zinc finger 
nuclease (ZFN)-mediated gene correction of SOD1 muta-
tion rescued the altered morphology and reduced lifespan 
of the cells. Global transcriptomic analysis using RNA-seq 
of SOD1 MNs revealed strong down-regulation of genes 
related to mitochondria functions, protein translation and 
impairment in mitochondria motility. Further investiga-
tion also revealed intrinsic hyperexcitability displayed by 
iPSCs-derived MNs from ALS patients (Sareen et al., 2013; 
Wainger et al., 2014), correlating ER stress mechanism. 
Moreover, comparison between iPSCs-derived MNs from 
C9orf72 and SOD1 lines revealed about the altered com-
mon pathways related to oxidative stress and decreased 
mitochondrial activity downstream of these mutations. 
The aberrant cytoplasmatic TDP43 aggregation is another 
common pathological trait both in fALS and sALS. iPSCs 
generated from patients carrying the TDP43 M337V mu-
tation and healthy controls MNs have no differences in 
the differentiation and maturation towards a MNs fate but 
reduced survival, higher levels of TDP43 and altered cy-
toplasmatic granules motility of cortical neurons (Bilican 
et al., 2012; Alami et al., 2014). Moreover, comparison of 
sALS with familial ALS (C9orf72/SOD1/TDP43) would be 
of interest to identify sALS disease-pathways and genes 
related to fALS cases.

Mutations in the FUS gene and abnormal aggregation 
of FUS protein have been reported in fALS. Recently 
fALS-iPSCs from FUS patients were established to model 
for disease and for use in clinical applications. For exam-
ple, episomal vectors an integration-free iPSCs from pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were harvested 
from a fALS patient carrying the FUS-P525L mutation and 
a healthy control and successfully differentiated into MNs 
and subsequently detected cytoplasmic mislocalization 
and formation of FUS protein aggregates in MNs (Liu et 
al., 2015). Lenzi et al. (2015) successfully differentiated 
iPSCs derived from FUSR514S and FUSR521C patient fibro-
blast carrying mutations in FUS into spinal cord neural 

cells mimicking the physiological conditions and in the 
case of the severe FUSP525L mutation a heterozygous and 
a homozygous the iPSCc were raised by TALEN-directed 
mutagenesis due to unavailability of fibroblasts (Lenzi et 
al., 2015). Japtok et al. (2015) similarly had been successful 
to differentiate the iPSCs derived from FUS-fALS patient 
carrying endogenous FUS mutations leading to a benign 
(R521C) or a more severe clinical phenotype, e.g., frame 
shift mutation R495QfsX527. Higelin et al. (2016) found 
that the susceptibility to excitotoxicity was higher in mu-
tated FUS human-derived iPSCs and human iPSC-derived 
MNs than in controls and correlated with the clinical se-
verity of the FUS fALS. 

Another hallmark of ALS is neurofilament (NFL) protein 
aggregation. Using iPSC and transcription activator-like effec-
tor nucleases (TALEN) technology to correct the D90ASOD1 
mutation to avoid concerns related to heterogeneity among in-
dividuals, Chen et al. (2014) investigated the causative role of 
mtSOD1 in impairing NFL turnover within MNs in isogenic 
controls environment. NFL subunits of MNs in ALS developed 
a tendency of aggregate formation leading to neurite relapse 
due to the presence of mutated SOD1, as demonstrated by gain 
and loss of function experiments.

Until Ebert and Svendsen first established human derived 
iPSCs recapitulating the MND and SMA pathology (Ebert 
et al., 2009), only models utilized to study SMA were worms 
and rodents posing serious limitation in terms of detailed 
understanding of human pathology in the context of these 
diseases. Subsequently, iPSCs were generated from two pa-
tients affected by SMA type I and from of control human 
iPSCs-derived MNs (Sareen et al., 2012; Sareen et al., 2013). 
Patients derived MNs underwent reduction in number and 
size due to activation of apoptosis pathways compared to 
the control iPSC-derived MNs confirming the earlier find-
ings (Sareen et al., 2012; Sareen et al., 2013). Sareen and 
colleague further evaluated MNs degeneration and drug ef-
ficacy for iPSC-derived MNs confirming MNs disintegration 
and inhibition of Fas-receptor mediated apoptotic pathway 
by administration of a monoclonal antibody targeting the 
Fas-receptor (Anti Fas-Ab). Antibody targeting the Fas-re-
ceptor proved to significantly increase the number of MNs 
in patients derived SMA and provide a framework for the 
screening and development of new drug compounds (Figure 
2). Corti et al. (2012) utilized viral and transgene-free tech-
nique and reprogrammed fibroblasts of type I SMA patients 
into iPSCs by nucleofecting them with plasmids encoding 
pluripotency factors. They found reduction in cell size, ax-
onal elongation, resulting in a decreased survival of MNs 
derived from patient’s iPSCs. Genetic correction of SMN2 
using oligodeoxy nucleotides rescues the cellular damage to 
the defective SMN1 gene.

Overall, these exciting in vitro data emphasize the signif-
icance of human derived iPSCs and their applicability as 
valuable tools to investigate and understand the mechanisms 
involved in the disease pathogenesis to elucidate aspects of 
ALS and MND multifactorial pathogenesis as well as for 
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high-throughput screening of potential therapeutic agents. 
The refinement of human derived iPSC-based technology 
platforms can further be utilized for in vitro screening of 
thousands of potential therapeutic drugs that previously 
been identified using rodent models or the agents that are 
to be tested using human clinical trials (Egawa et al., 2012; 
Garbes et al., 2013). In nutshell, the prospect of human de-
rived cell type specific reprogramming to generate vulner-
able MNs (e.g., HMNs/FMNs), glia, astrocytes or oligoden-
drocytes specifically damaged in the ALS and MND makes 
iPSCs an extraordinary tool and can be utilized as a reliable 
‘disease in dish’ model to test novel therapeutic strategies and 
unveil pathogenic mechanisms that have been unapproach-
able so far.

Modeling Physiologically Relevant iPSCs-
Derived Motor Neurons with Deadly 
Neighbors
Though iPSCs-derived MNs somewhat resembled those in 
people with ALS, one unexplored avenue of disease model-
ing is to introduce key neighboring instigators such as as-
trocytes, microglia, oligodendrocyets and endothelial cells 
into the mix cells to truly recreate the physiologically rele-
vant microenvironment utilizing the iPSCs-derived MNs in 
laboratory dishes for study. Recently Gage and co-workers 
found that only half as many MNs survived when exposed 
to the mutated astrocytes in mix cells, compared with those 
cultured with the normal gene because mutated astrocytes 
were producing superoxide which activated NOX2 gene 
in the neurons implicating the role of oxidative stress of 
neighboring astrocytes and its implication in impairment 
of MNs mitochondria (Marchetto et al., 2008). Eggan’s and 
colleagues found that the human MNs cultured with corti-
cal glia obtained from mtSOD1 mice significantly decrease 
over time suggesting a non-cell autonomous effects and this 
glial toxicity effect is specific for MNs (Di Giorgio et al., 
2008).

Astrocytes were shown to contribute to MN dysfunction 
in mtSOD1 mice model of ALS (Benkler et al., 2013). In 
order to examine the morphologic and functional abnor-
malities of astrocytes in MND and SMA, human SMA-de-
rived iPSCs and healthy human-derived iPSCs were differ-
entiated into astrocytes (McGivern et al., 2013). The SMA 
astrocytes have characteristics of activated phenotype 
accessed by intense cytoplasmic labelling of glial fibrillary 
protein (GFAP) and Nestin, the markers of intermediate 
filament proteins upregulated in reactive glial cells and en-
larged bodies and thick, short processes. This observation 
infers that the MN death is preceded by the activation of 
glial cells, suggesting a connecting relationship between 
the two events. Moreover, transplants of human iPSC-de-
rived glial-rich neural progenitors (hiPSC-GRNPs) were 
able to reduce MN loss and increase lifespan of mtSOD1 
mice model of ALS (Kondo et al., 2014). When the authors 
transplanted the hiPSC-GRNPs after the disease onset, im-
provement of ALS pathology was noted providing the evi-

dence that glial cells play a major role in ALS pathogenesis 
(Kondo et al., 2014).

iPSCs-Derived Motor Neurons and 
Mitochondrial Degeneration in ALS and MND
We have known for a long time the link between disrupted 
mitochondrial homeostasis, dysregulated calcium signal-
ing, and MNs function, distribution and degeneration 
in ALS and MND (Goos et al., 2007; Jaiswal, 2009, 2013, 
2014, 2017; Jaiswal and Keller, 2009). The roles of mito-
chondrial physiology and mitochondrial genes in ALS 
and MND have been extensively studied in the mice, cell 
culture models and patients (Wong et al., 1995; Kong and 
Xu, 1998; Beal, 2000; Bendotti et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2004; 
Goos et al., 2007; Di Giorgio et al., 2008; Dimos et al., 
2008; Jaiswal and Keller, 2009; Jaiswal et al., 2009, 2012, 
2013; Magrané et al., 2013; Parone et al., 2013; Wainger 
et al., 2014; Paine and Jaiswal, 2016). Recently, Alves et 
al. (2015) made significant progress in this area in an iP-
SCs-derived MN model of ALS and identified 105 differ-
entially expressed genes in iPSCs-derived MNs of the sALS 
patients as compared to the cells derived from healthy 
controls. Many of these differentially expressed genes were 
related to the mitochondrion of differentiated MNs from 
sALS compared to non-ALS samples (mitochondrion part: 
65 genes, mitochondrion matrix: 30 genes, mitochondrion 
lumen: 30 genes). Their work shows that there is a signif-
icant pattern of dysregulated genes expression consistent 
among the 3 lines of iPSCs-derived MNs of sALS. Indeed 
some of genes for example, C1QBP, CAV2, CTSB, DIABLO, 
GLRX2, NDUFA4, NLRX1, OPA1, SDHC, SIRT3, SURF1, 
SDHC, Smac/DIABLO, ATP5B, E2F1, HTRA2, LETM1, 
LRRK2, POLG, SIRT3, SOD1, VDAC1, the PSMC4, GRN/
C9orf72, ND2, CHCHD10 have been correlated to neu-
ronal death, excitotoxic events and oxidative stress in the 
context of neuronal death in ALS and MND (Alves et 
al., 2015). In their work, no variations of mitochondrial 
gene expression within the groups could be noted but a 
significant difference could be seen between non-ALS 
and ALS subjects, emphasizing a possible participation 
of dysregulated mitochondrial genes in the sALS. Large 
sets of dysregulated gene profiling of the differentiated iP-
SCs-derived MNs from sALS patients highlight mitochon-
drial participation in the establishment of autonomous 
mechanisms associated with sALS. iPSC-derived MNs 
from ALS patients uncover significant downregulation of 
gene networks; among them, genes associated with mito-
chondrial functions are highly enriched, suggesting that 
metabolic pathways may be of particular importance for 
ALS and MND and associated neurodegenerative diseas-
es. These above mentioned works and many other recent 
findings (Dimos et al., 2008; Alves et al., 2015; Lorenz et 
al., 2017) provide the framework for further characteriza-
tion of etiology of sALS using iPSCs-derived MND model 
and shows the efficacy and therapeutic importance of it for 
treatment of ALS and MND patients (Figure 2).
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Box 1: iPSCs offer several advantages over traditional 
treatment methods 
1)  Many ethical issues related to stem cells are eliminated by 
the iPSCs technology.
2) Use of iPSCs may reduce chances of immune rejection 
due to use of patient specific autologous cells. 
3) High-throughput screening for newly developed lead 
compounds/drugs.
4) Reduced cost and risk of clinical trials.
5) Capability of iPSCs providing consistent phenotypes every 
time.
6) Correction and targeting of specific loci/sites of genome 
for alterations of genes of interest. 
7)  Personalized medicine modeling on a patient-by-patient 
since iPSCs are derived from individual patients.

Few points are to be noted when interpreting gene expres-
sion analysis in a large set of microarray data. In general, 
regulation of mitochondrial gene expression is not restricted 
to pathological conditions but instead to a large range of 
cellular and physiological conditions. Many times there are 
huge variations of mitochondria mRNA expressions that are 
not necessarily associated with any pathological transforma-
tion. In future, utilizing computational data mining tools to 
integrate large data sets gathered from patient-derived iPSCs 
into a comprehensive view of molecular disease events will 
be helpful for future therapeutics validation.

Role of Advance Gene Editing Technology in 
iPSCs-Derived Motor Neurons for Cure of 
Impaired Mitochondria in ALS and MND
Generation of non-contaminated iPSCs has many challenges 
including incorporation of viral vectors into host genomes, 
single or multiple vectors, iPSCs source and dependence 
on factors like usage of small molecules, which make the 
generation of iPSCs a risky task. We hope in future new gen-
eration genome editing tools such as transcription activa-
tors like effector nucleases (TALENs), zinc finger nucleases 
(ZFNs), clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeats and CRISPR-associated (CRISPR/Cas) edited report-
er iPSCs; cell sorting tools and better fluorescent reporters 
for the human cell types will solve some of these technical 
issues and taking disease modeling of iPSCs-derived MNs to 
new heights.

Attempts have been made recently to combine stem cells 
and gene therapies for the treatment of ALS and MND 
related to MNs and mitochondria (Lorenz et al., 2017). 
They generated human stem cells in the lab, genetically 
correct iPSCs from patients with mitochondrial DNA 
disease, repaired common mitochondrial defects, and 
reported they were able to rescue cell function (Ma et al., 
2015; Lorenz et al., 2017). Interestingly, a new paper on 
stem cell mitochondria points out that iPSCs tend to have 
more problems if they are derived from older patients and 
the findings came with two major conclusions, 1) iPSCs 
clones derived from elderly adults show accumulation of 

DNA mutations, and 2) acquired mutant DNA mutations 
can impact metabolic function in iPSCs and might be able 
to hold back mitochondrial replacement therapies (Kang 
et al., 2016). However, recent improvement of pronuclear 
transfer (PNT) technique which solves the problem of 
mitochondrial carry over and reduces the number of de-
fective mutated mitochondria transferred to the donor 
cell able to reduce the risk of resurgence of mutant mtD-
NA (Hyslop et al., 2016). In spite of some strong criticism 
that iPSCs are incorrectly programmed stem cells because 
iPSCs reprogramming switches cells into neoplastic me-
tabolism and thus makes them cancerous, experts pursu-
ing mitochondrial replacement believe that mitochondria 
behave very differently in embryonic stem cells compared 
to normal human development and levels of mutant mito-
chondria can fluctuate wildly in stem cells and they seem 
to be a law unto themselves. Patient-derived iPSCs have 
been shown to replicate oxidative stress of mitochon-
dria and fALS disease phenotypes (Wainger et al., 2014). 
An application of TALEN and CRISPR/Cas method to 
generate iPSC-models of Duchenne muscular dystrophy 
disease was performed recently (Li et al., 2015). Kiskinis 
et al. (2014) used ZFN-corrected SOD1 mutant iPSCs 
and revealed a unique, disease-dependent transcriptional 
signature indicative of increased oxidative stress, reduced 
mitochondrial metabolism, altered mitochondrial trans-
port using the genome-wide expression analysis of MNs. 
CRISPR/Cas9 techniques have been combined with ad-
vanced bioengineering techniques to create more accurate 
in vitro disease models (Wang et al., 2014). Considering 
these important discoveries, screening cell lines for mito-
chondrial mutation is especially important if researchers 
want to use these techniques in clinic. Therefore, in vitro 
screening in human iPSCs-derived MNs and reversing as-
sociated mitochondrial malfunction may offer invaluable 
means of understanding intricate molecular signatures of 
ALS and MND as well as ultimately therapeutic drugs.

Box 2: Clinician’s Corner
1) ALS and MNDs are major neurodegenerative disorders 
and major health disparities for modern society; treatment to 
ameliorate MN degeneration will have significant impact on 
human diseases. iPSCs modeling of ALS and MNDs patholo-
gies provided mechanistic information about pathophysiology 
of these diseases. 
2) MNs/mitochondria reprogramming erases some disease 
related molecular factors. 
3) Identifying the mechanism that controls changes in fac-
tors during MNs/mitochondria reprogramming might pro-
vide the clues and therapeutic targets for MNs/mitochondria 
based drug discovery approaches. 

The iPSCs-derived MNs data go some way to support in 
vivo and in vitro results in mice demonstrating the role of mi-
tochondria in MNs degeneration. It also prompts a number of 
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predictions: 1) years of research on animal models conclude 
that animal models alone will not mimics heterogeneous 
complexity of an ALS patient’s phenotype due to existing 
variability in the genetic make-up and therefore to mimic 
the human cell microenvironment synergistic animal- and 
patient-derived iPSCs technology is way forward 2) in iP-
SCs, there is no need of proliferation again and again, and, 
their derivatives are functional in vitro as well as in vivo 
after transplantation and 3) utilizing longitudinal imaging, 
big data analysis of transcriptomics, proteomics, epigenom-
ics and machine-learning approaches on a large cohort of 
patient originated iPSCs-derivatives may provide us key 
ALS-specific mechanistic signatures beyond the pheno-
type of an individual ALS mutation. The conventional drug 
discovery study begins with a gene from patients, which is 
inserted into a mouse, which is then used to test new drugs, 
which can then be brought back to humans for further 
testing. With iPSCs, that path is potentially quite different. 
Skin cells from many different patients can be isolated, con-
verted to stem cells, and used to grow many different lines 
of MNs. Each can be tested against thousands of drugs in a 
high-throughput screen to develop early ALS biomarkers 
enabling faster patient evaluation and diagnosis. 

Quality Control in Human iPSCs-Derived 
Motor Neurons Modeling
An unequivocal and trustworthy method to establish cell 
lineage is crucial for efficacy of the protocol and interpre-
tation of IPSCs results. Characterization of iPSCs-derived 
differentiated MNs using ChAT-immunoreactive (IR) and 
Hb9:GFP reporter labeling (markers of mature MN) as 
well as OLIG2 (oligodendrocyte marker) and PAX6 RNAs 
(transcripts of neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs)) generally 
carried out and verified with the qPCR in order to confirm 
that the RNA employed in the microarray corresponded to 
enriched differentiated MNs. qPCR were generally performed 
for the analysis and expression of pluripotency markers, 
NANOG, SOX2, OCT4 and ChAT in the iPSCs and also the 
expression of the PAX6 (neural stem cell (NSC) marker) and 
OLIG2 (MN precursor marker) in the differentiated MNs. 
Although Hb9::GFP construct is an excellent reporter for 
MNs, one of the limitations of this techniques is that it does 
not provide any clue about MNs sub-type identity and occa-
sionally due to long half life of GFP, fluorescence may persist 
even when Hb9 promoter is no longer active (Li et al., 1998) 
and provide false MNs lineage identity. Two in vivo markers 

Figure 1 Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) based technology for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and motor neuron disease modeling and 
treatment. 
ALS and MND patients-derived somatic cells can be reprogrammed into iPSCs; possible to corrected for aberrant phenotypes and obtained cells 
can be differentiated towards the cell type specific motor neurons (MNs) or any other cell lineages e.g., astrocyets, glia and oligodendrocyets. 
Moreover, utilizing advance gene editing technology including next generation sequencing, transcriptome analysis, system biology approaches and 
mitochondria and ER pathways analysis, iPSCs can be used as a valuable tool for the identification of pathogenetic signaling pathways, intrinsic/
extrinsic molecular targets and the screening of potential therapeutic drugs. ALS: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; MND: motor neuron disease; ER: 
endoplasmic reticulum; iPSCs: induced pluripotent stem cells; ROS: reactive oxygen species.
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of cell identity, FOXP1-positive cells with LMC identity and 
HOX5 are clinically very relevant and recommended for 
ALS and MND MNs identification (Amoroso et al., 2013). 
LMC neurons innervate distal limb muscles and are among 
the first to die in ALS patients and respiratory failure is 
the primary cause of mortality of the phrenic and hypaxial 
motor column, expressing HOX5 during differentiation in 
their mature state (Philippidou et al., 2012). Moreover, it 

would be necessary to verify whether iPSCs-derived MNs 
also display the characteristic electrophysiological proper-
ties of mature MNs. For example, verification of functional 
properties of the differentiated MNs and spike frequency 
adaptation etc. would be interesting to investigate (Manuel 
et al., 2009). To further verify in vivo functionality of ma-
ture MNs, experiments must include co-culture of MNS 
with myotubes as an assay of neuromuscular junction for-

Figure 2 Human-derived induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and mitochondrial disease phenotyping.
(A) iPSCs generated from familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (fALS) patients can be differentiated into motor neurons (MNs). (a) Neuron-like 
outgrowths are visible from whole A29b patient-specific iPSC EBs. (b) Extensive TuJ1-positive neuronal processes grow out from plated whole 
iPS EBs, which contain a high proportion of HB9-stained nuclei. (c) Neuronal identity of HB9-expressing cells is confirmed by high-magnifica-
tion image of HB9 and TuJ1 coexpression in dissociated patient-specific MN cultures. (d) GFAP-expressing glial cells can be found in addition to 
TuJ1-expressing neurons in differentiated patient-specific iPSC cultures. (e–h) The MN identity of HB9- and TuJ1-positive cells is confirmed by 
the coexpression of HB9 and ISL. HB9 (e) and ISL (f) localization is nuclear (g) and highly coincident (h). Scale bars: 100 mm (a–d), 75 mm (e–
h). (B) Human iPSC-derived MNs from sALS patients. Sample of differentiated human iPSC-mature MNs are arranged in clusters and show axonal 
projections. Cells are positive for MAP2 (a; green), ChAT (b; red) and express GFP under control of MN-specific gene Hb9 (c). The negative con-
trols mentioned above are seen in (d–f), respectively. Human iPSC-differentiated mature MNs from ALS patients (g) and their non-ALS controls 
(h) show axonal projections. Scale bars: 50 μm. (C) Karyotyping sampling of human iPSC clone from an sALS patient, in which metaphase plates 
showed the normal male chromosomal content (42, XY) similar to non-ALS patients. Scale bars: 50 μm. (D) Mitochondria reconfigure upon neural 
induction. Electron microscopy images show the morphology of mitochondria within iPSCs, neurally induced human NPCs, and differentiated 
MNs. Scale bars: 500 nm. (E) Visualization of mitochondrial morphology during reprogramming via retroviral transduction of OSKM (Oct4, Sox2, 
Klf4, and c-Myc) in the absence (top) and presence (bottom) culture using stably expressed Mito-EYFP (green) on D7 (Enlarged images: inset in 
right corner). Scale bar: 50 μm. (F) Generation and characterization of WT and SMA iPSCs. WT and spinal muscle atrophy (SMA) type 1 iPSC 
lines expressed the pluripotency markers NANOG, SSEA4 and TRA-1-60. Blue indicates Hoechst-stained nuclei. Scale bars: 100 μm. (G) Immu-
nostaining showing the generation of HB9+ spinal MNs from WT and SMA type 1 iPSCs at day 24 after differentiation. Blue indicates Hoechst-
stained nuclei. Scale bars: 20 μm. (H) Decreased mitochondrial axonal transport (top) and abnormalities of mitochondrial morphology (bottom) in 
SMA spinal MN cultures. Representative distance versus time kymographs showing mitochondrial transport culture at day 24 in spinal MNs (top). 
Scale bars: 10 μm. Representative images of mitochondria in day 24 spinal MN axons from WT, SMA type 1 and SMA type 1 NAC-treated groups 
(bottom). Scale bars: 5 μm. Reproduced with permission from references (Dimos et al., 2008; Alves et al., 2015; Son et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016; Lo-
renz et al., 2017). 
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mation, a characteristic of ALS and MND pathophysiology. 
Furthermore, detailed analysis of molecular changes at 
different phases of MNs in reprogrammed cells is required 
since ALS is late onset disease. Subtypes of MNs are differ-
ently affected in ALS (hypoglossal MNs and facial MNs are 
susceptible whereas oculomotor MNs and trigeminal MN 
are resistant), and this selective vulnerability of particular 
MNs subsets is not well-understood and thus needs to be 
investigated in future studies employing the iPSCs (Jaiswal, 
2012, 2013, 2014). 

Box 3: Challenges of iPSCs
1) Reliability to differentiate cells into specific, homogeneous 
population of neural subtypes devoid of undifferentiated pro-
genitors.
2) Similarity of iPSCs to cancerous cells and its impact on mito-
chondrial quality control raises safety concerns.
3) iPSCs memory of their origin e.g., a NPCs or fibroblast stored 
in their epigenomes and it have clinical relevance. 
4) Mutations of iPSCs and aberrant reprogramming warts of 
iPSCs epigenome during the cellular reprogramming process 
and their functional relevance in DNA methylation to unusual 
patterns of histone modifications. 
5) Clinical grade error free human iPSCs-derived differentiated 
cells is costly affair for fully vetted iPSCs for a specific patient 
derived from that patient’s somatic cells e.g., skin, fibroblasts etc.
6) Extended time required in culture for maturation and later 
validation of iPSCs and thus, for most acute and/or life threaten-
ing illnesses and injuries, iPSCs just will not be able to be used 
in a truly patient specific manner.
7) Fetal/juvenile/young/adult “age” of the various neural sub-
types not characterized yet.
8) Therapeutic time window for stem cell therapy is not well de-
fined.
9) iPSCs is good for modeling of the disease which is monogen-
ic in nature but not in a situation of complex diseases modeling. 
10) Before using iPSCs in clinics it is important to know wheth-
er treatment would be autologous or allogeneic.

Transplantation of Human iPSCs-Derived 
Motor Neurons for Cure of ALS and MND
Several studies in laboratory rodents have shown that trans-
planted NSCs have remarkable ability to differentiate into 
brain and spinal cord cells and replace dead cells (Figure 3) 
(Su et al., 2013). A few clinical trials have also shown that 
NSCs hold great promise to treat neurological diseases in-
cluding ALS and MND (Figure 3A–E). Unfortunately, get-
ting NSCs into the spinal cord (SC) or brain stem requires 
injections directly into the SC by highly skilled neurosur-
geons and method is highly invasive and dangerous. Corti 
et al. (2008) have found an easier way to administered cells. 
They screened differentiating iPSCs that expressed high lev-
els of aldehyde dehydrogenase, scattered light in a particular 
way, and expressed the cell adhesion molecule VLA4. Previ-
ously the iPSCs that expressed high levels of aldehyde dehy-
drogenase with low side scattering of light grew well in the 

spinal cords of rodents, differentiated into nerve cells and 
relieved symptoms (Corti et al., 2008; Sareen et al., 2014). 
Transplantation of ALDHhi SSCloVLA4+ NSCs labeled with 
GFP improves neuromuscular function, increases survival 
and reduces MN and axon loss in ALS mice and no adverse 
effects, including abnormal cell growth or inflammation, tu-
mor formation in animals (Figure 3A). More recently to de-
termine whether the terminals of iPSC-derived MNs formed 
synaptic connections with the target muscle, neurofilament 
(NFL) antibody was used to visualize human iPSC-derived 
MN axons and rhodamine-conjugated α-bungarotoxin (Yoo 
et al.) was used to label postsynaptic ACHRs at the motor 
endplates (Su et al., 2013). Human-specific NFL-positive 
axons were in close apposition to the motor endplates at 16 
weeks after transplantation, whereas no neuromuscular junc-
tions were co-labeled with NFL in vehicle control and nor-
mal control rats (Figure 3D and E). Successful electromyog-
raphy (EMG) responses were induced in all the animals with 
cell transplants while no EMG response was found in vehicle 
control animals (Figure 3E). These initial experiments show 
three possibilities 1) NSCs do not need to be injected into 
the spinal cord, they can be given via intravenous injection 
and they will enter the SC on their own, a safer mode of ad-
ministration. 2) NSCs made from iPSCs are apparently do 
not readily cause tumors and abnormal growth. 3) We do 
not need fetuses to make therapeutically useful NSC lines 
rather iPSC technology remove that requirements and ethi-
cally more acceptable. Of course, more intense screening is 
required to establish the safety of iPSCs.

The use of iPSC-derived MNs has a potential for ther-
apeutic uses in MND. In MND for example SMA type I, 
the production of iPSCs remains a challenge because of 
the short time window to successfully treat these patients, 
due to the early loss of MNs. Recent studies where authors 
reported growth of axons from transplanted MNs can re-
innervate the muscle and have functional effects provide 
hope of generating iPSCs derived from patient with SMA, 
genetically elevating SMN1 expression, deriving MNs that 
express SMN1, and then transplanting these cells back to 
repopulate and repair the patient’s SC (Figure 3C) (Corti 
et al., 2008, 2012; Pepper et al., 2016). SMA is a devastating 
disease and the ability to generate patient-specific iPSCs 
has opened new avenues of study for cell therapy and dis-
ease modeling. iPSC based therapy for SMA may serve as 
a “proof of concept” that a specific neurologic abnormality 
can be mirrored in the culture dish. 

In summary, MN transplantation raises hope in patients 
for treating ALS and SMA. However, further research are 
needed to find the appropriate time window, number of 
MNs, cocktail of growth factors and other parameters nec-
essary for optimal success of transplantation. Therefore, the 
ultimate goal for clinician for MN replacement remains the 
integration, growth, functional maturation, and innervation 
of muscle. There are several challenges needed to be over-
comed  but with recent progresses in the iPSCs technology 
we are moving closer towards therapeutic breakthrough in 
ALS and MND treatment.
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iPSCs-Derived Motor Neurons for Drug 
Screening
Although mammalian genomes are evolutionarily conserved, 
humans and mice vary in several aspects of development, 
particularly during gastrulation and organogenesis. For these 
reasons, it is preferable to conduct biomedical research in 
humans, but this is almost always limited to in vitro systems. 
Our ability to model complex neurological diseases using 
human derived iPSCs have revolutionized the ways in which 
scientists study monogenic, complex, early- and late-onset 
diseases including brain disorders. Moving a drug from 
the bench to bedside is very expensive, laborious and slow 
process. The cost of development and validation of potential 
therapeutic compounds are enormous. Majority of failures 
occurred during phase II and III clinical trials of ALS and 
MND drugs and around 99.99% of drugs in human clinical 
trials are ultimately not approved for marketing. To date, the 
only drug commercially available for ALS is Riluzole and its 
beneficial effects do not exceed more than few months (Ce-
tin et al., 2015; Jaiswal, 2016). The underlying causes of this 
high rate of failure include the lack of efficacy and clinical 
safety in patients due to the current limits in disease models 
in recapitulating the ALS and MND phenotype and in test-
ing drug safety. Instead of treating a ALS and MND patients 
with consecutive drug therapies until the most suitable one 
is found, all potential therapeutic drugs and molecules can 
be tested in parallel on the human-derived patient’s iPSCs 
with iPSCs from healthy controls facilitating prescription 
of the most effective drug in human clinical trial. ALS and 
MND patients and healthy human-derived iPSCs bank 
consisting of several disease conditions would serve as a 
source for screening potential drug candidates, predicting 
the effectiveness of drugs in terms of their dosage, toxicity, 
and individual patient specific personalized drug response 
(Giri and Bader, 2015). In this context, human-derived 
iPSCs provide an exceptional opportunity for drug com-
pound screening as these appropriately mimic the human 
cells that are affected in the ALS and MND patients. For 
example, hallmark of ALS disease phenotype includes in-
creased protein aggregate formation and decreased survival 
rate of selectively vulnerable MNs where as SMN2 gene in 
SMA type I, both of which can be evaluated in iPSCs-de-
rived MNs. Secondly, as a target of screening, iPSCs can be 
differentiated into the specific MNs subtypes that are most 
relevant to disease phenotypes, such as selectively vulner-
able hypoglossal and facial MNs in ALS. Accordingly, the 
drugs and therapeutic molecules screened as effective for 
the given iPSCs-derived MNs are expected to give the simi-
lar efficacy when treated to the patients. Furthermore, ther-
apeutic drugs that significantly reverse disease phenotypes 
and improve deleterious effects in human-derived iPSCs 
models can then be further tested and modified in order to 
have better efficacy in ALS and MND patients. An alterna-
tive method is to test therapeutic compounds on the basis 
of our previous understanding of the pathology underlying 
the ALS and MND cellular phenotypes. For example, re-
cently published results for ALS where they discovered that 

the patient iPSC-derived MNs displayed hyperexcitability 
and corrected by a potassium channel agonist that is al-
ready FDA-approved for epileptic patients (McNeish et al., 
2015). Similar treatments for SMA are also at various stages 
of clinical trials and hopefully very soon will find their ways 
to clinic (Sareen et al., 2012; McNeish et al., 2015). 

Drug screening for fALS using patient-specific iP-
SC-derived MNs in human carrying mutations in TAR 
DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) exhibited shorter neuri-
tis and an increased mutant TDP-43 protein and chemical 
compounds screening found that a histone acetyltransferase 
inhibitor Anacardic acid rescued the abnormal ALS MN 
phenotype (Figure 4A) (Egawa et al., 2012). Patient-derived 
iPSC-based disease modeling for drug screening of genet-
ically complex sALS using large cohort of healthy controls 
and ALS patients derived MNs showing de novo TDP-43 ag-
gregation were recently identified and development of small 
molecule modulators drugs e.g., Digoxin and Lanatoside C 
demonstrated the feasibility of iPSCs utility (Figure 4B) in 
drug screening (Burkhardt et al., 2013). Ebert et al. (2009) 
first time used iPSCs to model the specific pathology seen in 
SMA (Figure 4C–D) and shows it as a promising resource to 
screen several new therapeutic compounds and drug assays 
for SMA. Moreover, a new study shown the value of iPSCs 
where distribution of 55 studies that have used patient-de-
rived iPSCs to successfully treat the aberrant disease pheno-
type based on classes of genetic disorders, early- and late-on-
set, screen type and treatment (Figure 4E), and evaluated 
for drug screening (Avior et al., 2016). To be able to truly 
fulfill the promise of disease modeling using human-derived 
iPSCs, we must move from ‘bench to clinic’ and, ideally, find 
a new treatment for the same ALS and MND patients who 
donated somatic cells for reprogramming and develop ALS 
and MND patient-specific personalized therapies.

Conclusions
The pathophysiology of ALS and several MNDs is still elu-
sive, thus obstructing the progress of effective therapies 
(Gordon, 2013). Several new findings based on human iP-
SCs-derived MNs in sALS and fALS patients provide new 
clues about disease pathology (Egawa et al., 2012a; Bur-
khardt et al., 2013). In SMA, mice lacking the homologous 
SMN2 gene established the clinical symptoms and therefore 
studies derived from pathological studies need to be validat-
ed in human derived cellular models (Schmid and DiDona-
to, 2007). Human-derived iPSCs-based technology carries 
the genetic identity of a person, thus permitting the study of 
patient-specific mutations. Issues related to heterogeneity of 
iPSCs overcome by a careful experimental protocol whereas 
cutting-edge molecular methods e.g., TALENs, ZFNs and 
CRISPR/Cas9 correcting the mutation in patient-derived iP-
SCs, facilitates obtaining isogenic controls (Corti et al., 2012; 
Chen et al., 2014). Proper attention needs to be paid to iden-
tify cellular subtypes obtained in culture with varying dif-
ferentiation protocols. Accordingly well-established cellular 
markers need to be used to assess the neuronal phenotypes 
as well as the iPSCs maturation condition. Possibility that 
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Figure 3 Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)-derived motor neurons transplantation in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and motor 
neuron disease.
(A) Transplantation of iPSC-derived neural stem cells (NSCs) migrate and engraft into the spinal cords of SOD1G93A mice after intravenous trans-
plantation. (a) Experimental design: GFP-NSC cells (1 × 106 cells) were delivered by weekly intravenous injection into SOD1G93A mice starting 
at 90 days of age. (b) Donor GFP+ cells were detected in the spinal cord (left), particularly in the anterior horns (right). Scale bars: 150 mm. (c) 
Kaplan–Meier survival curves for mutant SOD1 mice treated intrathecally with ALDHhiSSCloVLA4+NSCs or with vehicle. Survival was signifi-
cantly extended for NSC-transplanted mice compared with vehicle-treated mice for both treatment groups (P < 0.05, log-rank test). (B) Transplant 
of neural stem and progenitor cells in the rodent spinal cord. (a–e) EZ spheres, (f–j) iNPCsAD, (k–o) iNPCsSU, and (p–t) fNPCs were transplanted 
into the spinal cord of athymic nude rats. Transplanted cells from each cell type survived to varying degrees and were observed at 1 and 3 weeks 
post-transplantation by STEM101, nestin and GFAP immunofluorescence staining in histological sections. Representative images with similar 
results are shown from n = 3–4 animals that were transplanted in each group. Scale bars:  75 μm in a, c, d, f, h, i, k, m, n, p, r, s; 10 μm in b, e, g, j, l, 
o, q, t. (C) Transplanted MNs ameliorate the disease phenotype of SMA mice. (a) Engraftment of human donor iPSC-derived MNs in spinal cord 
of SMA mice. Representative images of GFP-tagged transplanted MNs, located in the anterior horns of the spinal cord, coexpressed MN-specific 
proteins like ChAT. Nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue). Scale bars: 75 μm (first to second rows); 50 μm (third 
row). The engraftment analysis was performed at the disease end stage; n = 24 per group. (b) Representative image of neuromuscular junctions 
(NMJs) formed with paravertebral muscles by axons (green) of donor transplanted treated SMA-iPSC–derived MNs. Cholinergic receptors are 
labeled with bungarotoxin (BTX, red). Scale bar: 20 μm. (c) Gross appearance of an SMA mouse transplanted with MNs derived from corrected 
SMA-iPSCs (MNTR), a vehicle-treated SMA mouse (SMA), and a WT mouse showing that the transplanted SMA mice were larger than vehi-
cle-treated SMA mice (P13). (d) Survival was extended for mice transplanted with MNs compared with vehicle-treated and fibroblast-transplanted 
SMA mice (P < 0.00001) as shown by Kaplan-Meier survival curves. Transplanted SMA mice survived for HET-MN (median, 21 days), SMA-MN 
(19 days), oligodeoxynucleotide-corrected SMA-MN (TR-MN, 21 days), or human primary fibroblasts (13 days) or vehicle-treated mice (SMA, 14 
days). (D) Transplanted human iPSCS-derived MNs survived in the nerve. (a) Diagram showing the experimental paradigm and design of MNs 
transplantation. (b) Transplanted iPSCS-derived MNs cells were located at the injection site in the muscle nerve as identified by anti-human Nuclei 
and anti-human-specific neurofilament (hNF) antibody. Scale bar: 80 μm. (E) Transplanted iPSCS-derived MNs formed functional connections 
with the target muscle and reduced muscle atrophy. (a) Axon terminals labeled with a hNF antibody and α-bungarotoxin (α-BT)-labeled NMJs 
showing nerve terminals of human iPSC-derived MNs attached to NMJs (a1). No NMJs were co-labeled with hNF in vehicle control (a2) and nor-
mal rats (a3). Scale bar: 120 μm. (b) The number of NMJs in MN implanted animals (n = 12) was significantly higher compared to vehicle control 
animals (n = 12) (left; 8.1 ± 2.4 vs. 1.3 ± 1.2 per mm2; P < 0.05). The wet weight of biceps brachii (a1) from the MN implanted animals was nearly 
triple compared to vehicle control animals (right; n = 12 in each group, P < 0.001). (c) Successful EMG responses were induced in animals with MN 
transplants (F1); EMG responses were mediated through the NMJ, since application of D-tubocurarine effectively attenuated EMG activity (F2), 
which recovered after a 5-hour washout period (F3). Reproduce with permission from Reference (Corti et al., 2012; Su et al., 2013; Nizzardo et al., 
2014; Sareen et al., 2014). ChAT: Choline acetyltransferase; DAPI: 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; EMG: electromyography; GFP: green fluorescent 
protein; HET-MN: Hen’s egg micronucleus test; iNPCs: induced neuronal progenitor cells; MNs: motor neurons; NMJs: Neuromuscular junctions; 
SMA: spinal muscle atrophy.
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reprogrammed cells might maintain epigenetic memory of 
the cell of origin and thereby interfere with the expression of 
membrane markers can be avoided by possibility of directly 
differentiating mature cells (i.e., fibroblasts or astrocytes) 
into relevant induced cell types (Hermann and Storch, 2013; 

Vaskova et al., 2013). While these novels new technologies 
fasten the differentiation protocol, careful long-term ob-
servation required from the cell pluripotency to the mature 
phenotype, in order to monitor time-dependent ALS and 
MNDs linked alteration.

Figure 4 Drug screening using human derived induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).
(A) Drug Screening of drugs for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and motor neuron disease (MND) using Patient-Specific iPSCs. (a) Images of 
control vs. ALS iPSC–derived motor neurons (MNs) after treatment with vehicle or arsenite. Arrowheads, dying MNs. (b) Images of ALS vs. control 
iPSC-derived MNs after arsenite treatment. (c) Images of anacardic acid–treated MNs followed by arsenite treatment. Scale bar (a–c): 100 mm. (d) 
Treatment with 5 mm anacardic acid (n = 6) for 16 hours blocked arsenite-induced death of ALS iPSC–derived MNs. Trichostatin A (3 mm) (n = 
3), spliceostatin A (100 ng/mL) (n = 3), and garcinol (5 mm) (n = 6) failed to block arsenite-induced MNs death. Blue bar = Vehicle/vehicle control; 
red = Vehicle/vehicle ALS; black = Vehicle/arsenite; gray = Drug/arsenite. P = 0.048 by one-way ANOVA. Error bars are SEM. *P < 0.05, **P < 
0.01. (B) TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) localization in patient iPSC-derived MNs. (a) iPSC-MN stained for TDP-43 shows that TDP-43 
is ubiquitously expressed and nuclear in all cells including in ISLET1-positive neurons from control (left panel) and ALS (right panel) patients. IS-
LET1-positive cells from sALS iPSC-MN have nuclear staining as well as nuclear aggregates that stain with higher intensity for TDP-43 (arrowheads, 
right panel) but aggregates are not present in healthy controls (left panel). Scale bar: 30 μm. (b) TDP-43 aggregates are present in iPSC-cortical 
neurons (CNs). Healthy control (left) and ALS patient iPSC-CN (right) cultures stained with MAP2 (green) and TDP-43 (red) show intranuclear 
TDP-43 aggregates are present in ALS patient cells (right) but not in healthy control cells (left). Scale bars: 20 μm. (c) Cytotoxicity assay for sALS 
patient iPSC-CN treated with cardiac glycosides. Total cell count for Digoxin and Lanatoside C-treated iPSC-CN shows that cell number does not 
decrease with increasing dose and compounds are not cytotoxic. (C) iPSC-WT and iPSC-SMA cells increase survival motor neuron (SMN) protein 
in response to drug treatment. (a and c) Untreated Fib-WT and iPSC-WT cells show nuclear gem localization. (b and d) Untreated Fib-SMA and 
iPSC-SMA lack nuclear gems. (f and h) Following valproic acid or tobramycin treatment, iPSC-SMA cells show a significant increase the number 
of gems indicated by arrows. Scale bar: 50 μm. (D) Western blot analysis following Valproic acid or Tobramycin treatment showed a significant 2-3 
fold increase in SMN protein in iPSC-WT cells compared to iPSC-SMA cells (n = 3). (E) Evaluation of drug screening studies using patient-derived 
iPSC models for neurological disorders. Distributions of 55 studies reporting the identification of therapies for neurological disorders using human 
iPSCs are summarized in paper published in 2009 by Avior and colleagues. Shown in the upper panel from left to right are analyses of studies based 
on disease onset, the type of genetic classification of the disease, the and number of patients used to generate iPSCs in the study. From left to right, 
the bottom panel shows analyses based on type of drug screening and treatment novelty, that is, whether the therapy presented is novel or was 
previously shown in vivo or in other cell types modeling the same disease. Reproduce with permission from Reference (Ebert et al., 2009; Lee et al., 
2009; Egawa et al., 2012; Burkhardt et al., 2013; Avior et al., 2016).
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Outstanding Questions
• What are the best strategies we should developed to reca-
pitulate early and late onset phenotypes in ALS and MNDs 
experimental ‘disease in dish’ models in vitro?
• Do MNs/mitochondria reprogramming erases some disease 
related molecular factors? Identifying the mechanism that 
control changes in factors during MNs/mitochondria repro-
gramming might provide the clues and therapeutic targets for 
MNs/mitochondria based drug discovery approaches.
• Do specific cell types drive ALS/MNDs disease? Will it pos-
sible to restore regenerative capacity of MNs/glia/atrocytes 
and other cell types vulnerable to ALS/MNDs?

The new development in NSCs field equipped with 
progress and optimization of iPSC-based technology 
and advance gene editing has allowed revealing ALS and 
MND-specific mechanisms, which are neatly patients 
specific and offers the potential for autologous therapy. 
While MNs replacement therapy is a future possibility 
due to successful in vitro derivation of MNs from iPSCs, 
these related technologies still need to overcome multiple 
challenges including unreceptive environment that trans-
planted cells face in the ALS and MND patients. Original 
iPSCs programming was carried out by virus transduction 
and experts cautions about gene activation induced by 
various viral gene integration or transgene reactivation 
(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006). New programming 
methods e.g., plasmids, proteins, small molecules and 
non-integrating viruses should be developed in order to 
prohibit abnormal reprogramming (Okita et al., 2008; 
Stadtfeld et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2009). Finally, while 
studying the ALS and MND, significance of generation of 
iPSCs-derived MNs lies not only in new protocol produc-
ing differentiated MNs with a higher yield, a higher speed, 
and a different cell sub-identity, but also in the work of 
microarray and RNASeq validation and confirmation of 
up regulation and down regulation of organelles specific 
genes (e.g., mitochondrial genes) with precision and ac-
curacy, one of the hallmarks of ALS and MNDs. This is 
potentially a powerful way to find new drug candidates 
quickly, and to find treatments that may be useful in sALS. 
With enough patient-derived iPSCs from fibroblast, in 
near future technology can facilitate ‘in vitro clinical tri-
al’ before a patient-based trial, increasing the likelihood 
that the therapeutic drugs brought to human patients will 
work. Disease-in-a-dish modeling takes us a step closer 
to making iPSCs-modeling of disease a solid technology, 
offering a reliable alternative to the usual mouse genetic 
models, and, we hope, eventually delivering on its promise 
of a new era of individualized medicine for ALS and MND 
patients and signifies the beginning of a new kind of per-
sonalized regenerative medicine. Recent reports provide a 
glimpse of hope to utilize patient-derived iPSCs for large 
scale screening of new diagnostic makers, and the perspec-
tive of regenerative cellular therapies to improve patient’s 
quality of life. In summary, it seems that abrupt deleteri-

ous changes in selective MNs and mitochondrial and other 
organelles specific gene regulation sets the stage for MNs 
degeneration in ALS and MND patients. MNs mitochon-
dria seem to be a key link in the ALS vicious pathophysi-
ological cycle, but other cells may also be involved. These 
mechanisms can be complementary, and further work is 
needed to elucidate a potential link between them using 
iPSCs technology. 
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